ture. In tracking the program’s results in annual surveys, employees routinely rank safety and the company’s concern for employees in the 98th or 99th percentile—giving it the No. 1 rating at the company.

“That means 99 percent of employees across the entire company say the company cares about them personally. And that’s a direct result of our focusing on safety,” Dingman says.

For its field workers to be eligible for the truck giveaway, ValleyCrest branches must meet metrics, based on incidents per 100 employees. In 2012, more than 4,000 ValleyCrest field workers across the country had safety records stellar enough to make them eligible for the truck giveaway. That’s a lot of workers, especially considering the company raffles off five trucks—one for each of its safety regions.

But ValleyCrest hosts the truck giveaway at its National Safety Day celebration each July, and those who don’t win the grand prize are eligible to win other prizes, such as TVs, barbecues and bikes.

The day celebrates the efforts of ValleyCrest’s field workers. “If they aren’t engaged and don’t want to help in the safety process, the program would never be successful,” Dingman says.

ValleyCrest spends between $300,000 and $400,000 on its National Safety Day. If that sounds like a lot, “the amount we spend on producing that day has paid off much more in literal savings—in terms of claim dollars,” Dingman says. “Over the past 10 years, it’s been in the millions that we’ve saved as a result our safety initiatives. And each year the number of claims has gone down.”

ValleyCrest’s ultimate goal is to have zero workers’ comp claims and a healthy workforce. “It’s our job to make sure the employees go home with the same number of toes and fingers that they came in with,” Dingman says. 

ValleyCrest leaders congratulate truck giveaway winners Jose Carillo (left) and Amelia Lopez, the first woman to win the giveaway.

WHO’S IN CHARGE OF YOUR FLEET?
A fleet manager PURCHASES all vehicles and equipment, FOLLOWS the latest technology trends and software, SCHEDULES maintenance, MAINTAINs the fleet budget, IMPLEMENTS safety standards, and PROVIDES technical support for your operation.

Do these responsibilities fall onto you or one of your employees?

NAFA Fleet Management Association offers fleet solutions for landscaping and lawn care companies, no matter what size trucks or vehicles you have!

Network with thousands of colleagues and vendors facing similar fleet concerns! In addition, NAFA’s legislative team gives voice to issues affecting the entire fleet management community.

To more effectively manage your fleet operations, connect with NAFA!

Join NAFA Today! www.nafa.org/join
1/2 of the nation’s smaller landscape contractors will be out of business in 5 years...

The survivors are not just working harder. They’re working smarter. We can help you work smarter.

We promote the advancement of Hispanics in the landscape industry for their benefit and for the benefit of the industry.

Find out how we help by visiting www.masverde.us or calling toll-free 1-877-260-7995.
Unless you live where the Asian longhorned beetle (ALB) (Anoplophora glabripennis) has been found in North America, you may view this huge beetle as just another non-native pest on what seems to be an ever-lengthening list of alien invaders. However, this exotic import is very different from anything that’s ever arrived on our shores. Unlike other devastating pests and diseases of foreign origins such as the emerald ash borer (EAB) (Agrilus planipennis), Dutch elm disease, and chestnut blight that kill trees in one genus, ALB kills trees belonging to 13 plant genera. This non-native tree killer has the potential to cause a catastrophic loss of trees in North America like nothing we’ve ever seen before. Infested trees do not recover and they are continually reinfested until dead.

Because ALB is confined to relatively small and distinct infestations that spread slowly, eradication remains a viable strategy. However, successful eradication of ALB depends upon early detection.

**DETECTION**

Here are some of the key identification and diagnostic features for ALB:

- **The beetle:** ALB is a large, striking-looking beetle; adults measure 1 inch to 1.5 inches long. The beetle belongs to the family Cerambycidae; beetles in this family are commonly called “longhorned” because of their extremely long antennae.

- **Oviposition pits:** Every ALB infestation starts with female beetles chewing circular to oblong-shaped pits, around 0.5 inch in diameter, through the bark and down to the white wood of host trees. The pits remain evident for about a year, until wound tissue seals the pits. They are often more obvious in the spring and fall, when sap oozes out of the wounds and runs down the bark. The beetles will only lay eggs on living stems; new pits will not appear on firewood. Beetles will lay eggs throughout the tree, and pits are as likely to be seen at eye-level as they are to be found high in trees. Trees of all sizes are selected as long as stem size can support complete larval development.

- **The larva:** It’s the larval stage of ALB that kills trees. The immature stages are found inside infested trees, which is why it’s important not to move wood (e.g. firewood, logs, etc.) outside ALB quarantine zones. Cerambycid larvae are commonly referred to as “roundheaded borers,” and ALB larvae look like typical cerambycid larvae. So, when roundheaded borers are found in the living stems and branches of a preferred ALB host such as maples, the find should trigger concern and further investigation. ALB larvae tunnel into the xylem (white wood) of the tree, which weakens stems, causing branch breakage.

- **Coarse frass and wood shavings:** The larval wood-boring activity produces coarse white frass that’s exuded from the infested stems. The frass looks like “wood wool” or excelsior packing material. Adult female beetles also produce similar wood shavings as they chew their oviposition pits. Both the larval frass and beetle wood shavings collect in branch forks and on the ground beneath infested trees.

- **“Pencil test:”** Adult emergence holes are 3/8 inch to 1/2 inch in diameter and the holes extend deep into the xylem. The holes are large enough to easily insert a No. 2 pencil and this “pencil test” is effective in separating phloem-feeding borers from ALB; emergence holes of phloem feeders are much shallower. Of...
course, ALB holes are on living, healthy branches and trunks; there are a number of native longhorned beetles that infest dead or dying stems.

▶ **Branch breakage**: ALB larval feeding activity in the white wood (xylem) causes substantial structural weakening of infested branches, leading to branch breakage. Always look at the ends of broken branches to see why the branch broke. Look for heavy tunneling across the rings of the white wood. In fact, an infestation in Worcester, Mass., was discovered by U.S. Department of Agriculture personnel examining the ends of branches broken after an ice storm.

▶ **Heavy woodpecker damage**: ALB larvae bore into the white wood (xylem); woodpeckers must excavate deeply to extract these larval meat morsels.

▶ **Tree dieback and death**: ALB infestations eventually kill trees, however, death comes very slowly. While infested trees will show canopy thinning, this symptom on maple sometimes does not occur until the main stem is riddled with emergence holes. Canopy decline is not a reliable indicator of an ALB infestation.

**MANAGEMENT**

Managing ALB with insecticides alone can be problematic, because insecticides do not make trees “immune” to ALB. Once the larvae bore into the xylem, they are out of the reach of systemic insecticides that do not translocate effectively within the xylem. If a tree already has ALB larvae in the xylem, those larvae will successfully complete their development and new adults will emerge and disperse even if the tree is treated.

Adults are more susceptible to insecticides as they feed on twigs and leaf veins, however, insecticide efficacy is not 100 percent, which is required for eradication. Insecticide trials conducted on small (2-inch to 4-inch diameter) uniform trees in China found that ALB density was reduced by 71 percent to 90 percent. Achieving high adult mortality is challenged by the extended period of time that adults are active during the season (April through December, with peak activity from May to July), limitations associated with product label restrictions, and the fact that size matters (efficacy is uncertain on large trees). This is why insecticides always have been used in a supporting role with other eradication tools and primarily outside of the core infested zones. The most effective eradication approach has been the removal and destruction of high-risk trees. Report suspected ALB infestations at http://beetlebusters.info.

Eradication can work if we all remain vigilant for new ALB infestations and remain informed and updated on new developments. Attend training programs on ALB and keep reading. Remember: Always ask yourself if your source is credible. Separate facts that are based on research from opinions that are based on speculation. Daniel Patrick Moynihan said it best: “Everyone is entitled to their own opinions, but not their own facts.”

_Boggs is an assistant professor with The Ohio State University (OSU) Extension and OSU Department of Entomology. He works as a commercial horticulture educator for OSU Extension, Hamilton County. Reach him at boggs.47@cfaes.osu.edu. Stone is a horticulture educator and county director with OSU Extension, Lucas County. She is the statewide coordinator for the OSU Extension, EAB/ALB Team. Reach her at stone.91@osu.edu. Herms is professor and interim chairperson of the OSU Department of Entomology. Reach him at herms.2@osu.edu._
A selective approach
Choosing maintenance clients carefully makes Cutting Edge Lawn Care a success.

By CASEY PAYTON

Todd Tindel, owner of Cutting Edge Lawn Care in Austin, Texas, says he takes an “old-fashioned” approach to business. He keeps things simple and focuses on customer service. As the owner of a $1.6 million company that does almost all maintenance, Tindel is also selective about the customers he works with and the work he tackles.

“We get asked about other work such as design/build, but we’ve always primarily focused on the maintenance end,” says Tindel. “We only handle irrigated yards, and we screen for customers that want weekly service at a minimum. We want to make sure the yards stay alive, so if they can’t meet those criteria, then we pass on them as customers. That means we do turn down a lot of people. But we want to best service our clientele and in order to do that, we need to be on the property at least once a week, if not more.”

Tindel shares more about his selective approach to business and why it’s helped grow his customer base.

Q How about top obstacles?
The economic downturn. Like everyone else, we’ve definitely felt some of the impact of the economy. We lost more customers in the last year than we’ve ever lost. However, that being said, it wasn’t that many. We generally don’t lose a lot of customers, and that goes back to doing what we say we will. The economy also has introduced more competition. The guys that are looking to make a quick buck are always out there—as are the customers who are looking to save a buck. And that’s fine. We’ve learned to live with that. We’ve got an A rating on Angie’s List and customers see that. We’re insured, and we invest in our business. While we may lose customers to the guys that don’t charge as much, the bottom line is that in 10 years we’ll still be here and those other guys won’t.

Finding quality people is always a challenge. They’re out there, but you have to look hard. We try to pay more than the industry average and that does help attract a higher quality pool. We also give vacation and pay vacation. We can’t afford to pay for health benefits, but we try to do other nice things for our employees to keep them happy. When we have good quality workers, we want to keep them.

Q What opportunities are out there for you?
Adding a segment. We plan to make more of a move into landscaping, which will be a big growth opportunity for us. We’ve always just focused on maintenance, but I have an employee right now that loves the possibility of design/build work, so we’re going to expand into that. At some point we may consider getting into pest control, but we recognize that takes a larger base. If you’re only going on a property twice a year, you need a pretty big base for growth in that market.

Besides possibly expanding into some new services, we see the biggest opportunity for growth is to continue doing what we do. We really believe that the old-fashioned ways of just doing what you say you’re going to do is what helps grow a business. It’s definitely what has worked for us.

We handle irrigated yards, and we screen for customers that want weekly service at a minimum... If they can’t meet those criteria, then we have to pass on them.”

—Todd Tindel, Cutting Edge Lawn Care
Austin, Texas

MAINTENANCE

We only handle irrigated yards, and we screen for customers that want weekly service at a minimum... If they can’t meet those criteria, then we have to pass on them.”

—Todd Tindel, Cutting Edge Lawn Care
Austin, Texas
As an industry, we need to step it up when it comes to using social media to get the message out about water conservation, says Richard Restuccia, ValleyCrest’s director of water management solutions.

He can get away with such tough talk because he and his team are “walking the walk”—so much so that their efforts earned them the top prize in the contractor category for the Irrigation Association’s 2012 Smart Marketing Contest. We spoke with him for advice other contractors can use when it comes to promoting July as Smart Irrigation Month in the future.

Q What was the key to your Smart Irrigation Month promotional campaign this year?
When J. Carl Ganter, founder of Circle of Blue, spoke at the Water Smart Innovations Conference, he said social media is going to change the way we manage water. He’s right. Our blog and our Twitter #landscapechat are a really big part of the success of our program. It’s a great way to get the message out.

We have over 5,000 Twitter followers for @ValleyCrest and 800 following me (@H2oTrends). Those are people who are interested in water management or sustainability and all of them have the potential to influence others to hire ValleyCrest as a water manager. Our landscape chats have up to 450,000 people who’ve received the messages during one landscape chat. That’s just in one hour.

Q Do you know how many of those folks are customers?
It’s a significant amount. In fact, we have received requests for bids through Twitter.

Q When do you recommend contractors begin promoting July as Smart Irrigation Month?
At ValleyCrest we think every month should be Smart Irrigation Month. We start planning well ahead of the warm or dry season for Smart Irrigation Month. We’ll start to plan what we’re going to put in the blog, line up the guests for the Twitter #landscapechat and line up what email campaigns we’re going to run. And we’ll plan to have all the landscape techs add Smart Irrigation Month info to their email signatures. It starts about six months out.

Q This year you focused on partnering with master-planned communities. Is choosing one area of focus the key to success?
I think you can do it with a broad stroke, and we’ve had success with that in the past. We have a partnership with Associa, which manages over 7,000 homeowner associations (HOAs) across the U.S. Partnering with their Associa Green initiative was a great way for us to get our message out to some of biggest water users in the U.S. A big part of the message wasn’t just “conserve water.” It was to contact us and we’ll provide a free water analysis for your property. It was more than just promotion, it was creating action.

Q So are you saying you have to include an offer?
Creating awareness is great, but you can’t manage what you can’t measure. Analysis and audits start the process for proper water management. Having the offer is what’s actually going to get the water savings done. It’s the action part, not just the talking part.

Q Small companies might say they don’t have the same resources as ValleyCrest to devote to water conservation promotions. What advice do you have for a smaller company?
Social media’s the real key, especially for the small business. It’s the great equalizer. It allows you to broaden your message at a lower expense than traditional advertising. People think they have to do social media in addition to everything else. Once you ramp up your social media effort, you can do less traditional marketing and more digital marketing and touch more people, save more water and bring on more customers.

Disclosure: Marisa Palmieri is a member of the Irrigation Association’s Smart Irrigation Month committee.

MARKETWATCH

Smart marketing

ValleyCrest offers a few tips for promoting your firm’s Smart Irrigation Month efforts.

By MARISA PALMIERI

CONGRATS TO ALL THE WINNERS OF THE IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION’S 2012 SMART MARKETING CONTEST.

Affiliate category: The Municipal Water District of Orange County
Contractor category: ValleyCrest Landscape Maintenance
Distributor category: CPS Distributors
Manufacturer category: The Toro Co.

For more information about how to participate in next year’s contest, visit smartirrigation-month.org.
E schewing the high overhead of bricks and mortar, entrepreneurs nationwide are hopping on the mobile business bandwagon, launching food trucks, beauty shops and retail stores on wheels. One landscape professional in Birmingham, Ala., has joined their ranks with his mobile landscape design studio.

“The business is founded on simplicity,” says Andrew Cole-Tyson, owner of Cole-Tyson Land & Garden Studio.

In June, at the suggestion of several industry contacts, he visited with Tony Bass, Green Industry consultant and CEO and founder of the Super Lawn Truck system. He sought Bass’ advice on how to begin consulting with other professionals about the best use of tablet devices for landscape design sales, but their discussion took another route. Bass challenged him to think more broadly about his business, namely why it was taking him several weeks to produce a design that should take less than a day. How could he work more efficiently?

Borne of this brainstorming session was the mobile design studio and “designs in a day” concept. Over the next month, Cole-Tyson, who has a master’s degree in landscape architecture from Auburn University, formulated a plan to bring his new business idea to life, including researching vehicle options. He chose a Nissan high-top van, and he built his studio in eight days.

It costs Cole-Tyson $700 to $800 per month to operate his studio, not including gas. He gets about 18 miles to the gallon, and he hopes to one day convert to a hybrid vehicle. When the van’s not running, the studio is powered by solar panels.

A MOBILE MODEL

The business model is focused on selling and collecting a design and project management fee. His target clients are middle-class households, many of which, he says, don’t realize they can afford landscape design services. Cole-Tyson says educating them about the importance of design has been a major part of the process, but that’s where potential lies.

“Many people in our market simply build pieces and parts of landscapes, often in an uncoordinated manner,” he says.

During design consultations Cole-Tyson parks his vehicle at his clients’ homes and welcomes them into his 20-square-foot lobby and marketing space, featuring a papasan chair and flat screen (the remaining 30 square feet of space is for designing and storage). Here he goes over the clients’ wants and needs and introduces them to his three design packages, which range from $150 to $2,000. Clients pay on the spot via a Square mobile credit card reader.

After they select a package, he stays on site in this studio until he completes the design.

“It’s much easier to work with clients and schedule meetings this way, and they can typically meet during a lunch break, after work or all throughout the day, as we stay put and make ourselves available for clients to collaborate with us,” he says.

“It’s all about the clients and being a better steward of their money. In terms of fuel costs, you don’t have to drive around town if you forget a measurement. You stay focused and you stay inspired when you’re on their property.”

From a 10-inch tablet device and laptop, Cole-Tyson runs all of the necessary design and business management systems. In addition to consolidating overhead, the vehicle’s graphic wrap does heavy-duty marketing for the business.

“It’s got tremendous marketing value,” he says, adding that when he’s designing, neighbors frequently stop by to see what’s going on. “I also envision it becoming our booth at a farmer’s market.”

Though he didn’t disclose revenue figures so far, Cole-Tyson says he’s met the weekly billing goal he set for himself at the outset of pursuing the mobile design studio. As for the future? He’d like replicate the model in other markets, adding designers and project managers to duplicate the set-up and transfer the same systems to each new vehicle.

He’s excited about where things are headed.

“It’s really cool to be able to serve more of the middle class,” Cole-Tyson says. “They really take pride in the fact that they’re working with a landscape designer.”
Learn from your peers

THE LEADER’S EDGE

Join a Peer Group and Grow Your Landscape Business!

The Leader’s Edge explains the benefits of joining a peer group. Joining a peer group will increase your company’s profits, improve cash flow, and give you insight and usable ideas. There is more accountability to what works in the landscape industry. Scott’s book shows how to get the most out of your active participation in the peer group and grow your business.

Author: Jeffrey Scott

landscapemanagement.net/bookstore/
landscape industry managers typically focus on activities such as purchasing, delivery and construction. They spend little time trying to understand the interaction between all parts of the production process. That’s where Supply Chain Management (SCM) comes into play.

SCM is a system designed to promote organization between the various areas of production and teamwork among those involved. Applying SCM to landscape management is critical in tough economic times to “contain the hemorrhage” of excess use of materials, loss from dead plant material and idle production team members who are waiting for materials to arrive.

You’re not properly managing your supply chain if your production managers and crew leaders, the highest paid members of your production staff, stop at Lowe’s, Menards or Home Depot on a daily basis to pick up supplies for their crews.

At this point, you may be thinking SCM is for big manufacturing facilities and not for the typical landscape business, since we’re individualized and service oriented, but that’s not the case. Companies that practice SCM find savings by looking at the four key strategic operational areas: supplier evaluation, information technology (IT), delivery services and inventory management, plus other important factors such as site location. With SCM a typical landscape business could save thousands and in some cases tens of thousands of dollars to support bottom line needs, including new equipment and improved IT, to better manage the supply chain.

Start with suppliers
What are some ways we can immediately manage our supply chains better? Suppliers are a great place to start. Evaluate your vendors to be sure they’re the right fit for your organization and develop strong, lasting partnerships. Ensure your suppliers provide quality products that meet the expectations of your clients. Don’t compromise.

For example, growers are a great resource for quality plant material. Wholesalers and big-box stores typically have product that’s been handled three to four times before being displayed at their location. This multiple handling of plants, combined with less care, significantly lowers plant material quality. As a rule, nobody cares for plant material better than the grower.

The best way to identify material quality is to visit vendor locations in person and observe the quality of the plants and hardscape materials. Discuss your concerns with them and ask questions about product handling and care. While the visits may take a few days during your busy schedule (I recommend going two or three times annually), the time spent could save thousands of dollars in extra labor hours required to replace low-quality material at a job site. If you discover the vendor doesn’t provide the quality products you and your customers require, it’s time to look for one that does.

continued on page 31
GENERIC HERBICIDES ARE FINE IF YOU RUN A GENERIC BUSINESS.

Dimension® specialty herbicide isn’t the No. 1 brand just because it offers outstanding preemergence and early postemergence for crabgrass control. Or because it’s a wall-to-wall solution for weed control in turf and landscape. It’s No. 1 because it’s a proven product from a proven company. Unlike generic manufacturers, Dow AgroSciences provides innovative products, expertise and field support that helps retain and grow business. It’s what sets Dimension apart from the competition. And when you use it, it can do the same for you. To learn more, visit www.DowProvesIt.com.

2010 Specialty Product Consultants.